NOTICE

All the 3rd yr. Diploma & B.Tech students of 2022 batch are hereby informed that Placement Cell, EIEM will organize Byju’s drive in online mode. Interested candidates should contact Biplab Sir (9007835124) for Diploma and Jeet sir for B.Tech immediate. Students who have not attended PI are not eligible for Placement drive. All the 3rd yr. students should follow this instruction strictly.

1. Post: Business Development Trainee (BDT) / Business Development Associate (BDA)
   Job Description: working in a team to help spread the Byju’s way of Learning in your city.
   Academic Qualification: Any UG/PG (2022 passing out) with min 60% in 10th standard.
   Training: All selected candidates will be part of a 6 weeks training process under the Business Development Trainee profile at a monthly stipend of Rs 25,000. Upon successful completion of training candidates will be promoted to the role of Business Development Associates (BDA). First 2 weeks of this training will be classroom training followed by 4 weeks of "On-the-Job Training", both at the BDT Training Location.
   Salary: CTC (BDT): INR 300000 PA fixed pay + INR 200000 PA performance pay after successful completion of training.
   CTC (BDA): INR 1000000 (7 lakh fixed pay + 3 lakh performance pay) (After Successful completion of training).

2. Post: Academic Specialist (Full time)
   Job Description
   Roles and Responsibilities -
   Conducting online audio/video classes, clarifying doubts, creating a positive learning environment for our students in grades 4 to 10 on our learning platform. Providing error-free step-by-step solutions to the questions raised by the students. Helping students to strengthen their understanding of the concepts of Science and/or Math subjects.
   Eligibility - Must be from Science background
   Work Location – Bangalore (Work from home until further notice)
   Compensation – CTC is 6 LPA (fixed INR 4 LPA + annual performance bonus INR 75,000 + monthly incentives up to INR 12,000)
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